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How to Scan a Document using your iPad or iPhone 

1. Open Apple Notes on either your iPad or iPhone 

 

2. Start a NEW Note  by selecting the square box with a pencil sticking out of it   

(iPad top right corner and iPhone bottom right corner) 

 

3. Click on the Camera Icon on the bottom of the Notes Screen 

 

4. Select SCAN DOCUMENTS (do NOT pick Take a Photo) 

 

5. STAND – up and hold your iPad or iPhone DIRECTLY over the first page you want to scan. (not at 

an angle and not at a slant).  To help the documents scan in the correct orientation: 

a. If you are using an iPAD – position the iPad in LANDSCAPE (Hot dog, sideways) mode over the 

document you want to scan.   

b. If you are using an iPHONE – position the iPhone in Horizontal PORTRAIT  (Hamburger, long-

ways)  sideways) mode over the document you want to scan.   

 

6. Snap the SCAN for the first page you want to scan. 

 

7. Adjust the image in the screen to trim the scan so it is only the document is selected and not a lot 

of outside background (i.e. the table around the document). To do this, simply slide the white round 

circles from each corner until the image is only the document – no background left.   

 

8. Hit KEEP SCAN bottom right 

 

9. If it is a multi-page document – DO NOT HIT SAVE – instead, keep scanning (repeat steps 5-8) 

until all pages have been scanned. 

 

10. Once ALL pages have been scanned, hit SAVE. 

 

11. This will save the documents as a single NOTE.  BEFORE you upload – verify that all pages are right 

side up and not upside down or sideways.  You can ROTATE the pages in NOTES before you upload. 

 

12. Now Name your scanned document. Click on the image of the scan that is now on your screen and 

then click on the name at the top of the screen to right of the word Done and left of the upload 

box.  This will bring up a dialog box in which you can NAME the document.   

 Use the following as your naming convention:    LastnameFirstInitialAssignmentName 

 For example, for this document I would use  MalerickAicanscan 

 

13. Now upload to Google Classroom. You may have to upload to Google Drive and then to Google 

Classroom. 


